
 

Class 1—Year 1 and Year 2 

Curriculum Learning Booklet  

This term pupils will be going on an adventure through space, learning all about historical 

explorers such as Neil Armstrong and our mesmerising universe. Our topic will be the cen-

tre of our creative curriculum looking at story books about astronauts, aliens and pirates. 

Pupils will be learning all about our solar system and appreciate the awe and wonder of 

space. We will be encouraging our pupils think about important ethical questions about 

our world...what should we keep? what should we change? And why?  

Places of Interest Related to 

this Topic.  

 Brock Bottom 

 Star Gazing at Beacon Fell Coun-

try Park 

 Space Centre Manchester 

Useful Websites Related To This 

Topic 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/
zkvv4wx 

https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/menu/play 

https://www.purplemash.com/login/ 

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk 

  

How Can My Parent Help Me?  

In  Class 1,  the children will be reading a variety of genres looking at adventure stories and 
non-fiction texts.  The pupils will be learning about real life events in history and learning 
about the world in which we live in. The best way you can continue to support the amazing 
learning and enthusiasm at home is to keep up the daily reading with your child and asking 
them questions about what they have read and learnt. The home learning Pick and Mix 
menus are designated to be engaging and relevant to your child's learning. Please allow 
them to pick whatever they choose and carry it out as independently as possible.  

Please talk to your child about what they are learning. Take them on trips and share what 
you are passionate about with them too. Talking is the best way to expand their vocabulary 
and develop their general knowledge. Any questions please get in touch with us via seesaw 
or e-mail: abyrne@st-maryslcaughton.lancs.sch.uk  

Thank you for your support.  

 

Trips and visits 

We will be continuing to develop our 

links with St. Mary’s School in Malawi 

as well as having a virtual visit to learn 

about the importance of recycling. 

  

Key Vocabulary 

Continent, Europe, Africa, South American, 

North America, Asia, Australia, Antarctica, 

aerial, landmarks, explorers, significant peo-

ple, key events, space, planets, astronauts. 

Big Questions to get you thinking… 

Is the world beautiful close up? 

What should we change? 

What should we keep? 

How can we help the environment? 

Would God be happy with the world? 

‘a small school with a big heart’ 

https://www.purplemash.com/login/


Important Information for this half term 

27th January—fire safety (Year 2 only) 

Monday—reading books changed, forest schools 

Wednesday—swimming 

Thursday— judo (before school) 

Friday— reading books changed, dance 

 Message from the teachers  

Welcome back everyone after the festive season! I hope that you all had a wonderful Christ-

mas. We continue to strive to make your child’s learning at school exciting and engaging. We 

are so proud of the progress and hard work you have made last term, here’s to another term 

filled with exploring and adventure. This is your Curriculum Topic Booklet for your topic 

‘Explorers’ , inside you will find a breakdown of the milestones we hope to achieve, key infor-

mation/ vocabulary about your learning. There is a list of useful websites for you to use to fur-

ther extend your learning at home. Please add something you wish to learn about above so 

that you can influence your learning during this topic. Keep  up the hard work! 

 

Jonny Duddle  Roald Dahl Simon Bartram 

What would you like to learn about during this topic?  

—————————————————————————–— 

————-—————————————————————— 

In this topic you will learn... 
English Study narrative stories by the same author about characters explor-

ing and experiencing exciting adventure journeys. Pupils will expand 
writing skills using adjectives and developing their descriptive writing 
and vocabulary. As well as story writing pupils will be looking at cre-
ating non-chronological reports e.g. information booklets, fact files 
linked to space.  

Mathematics Multiplication and division—recognising, making and adding equal 
groups, multiplication sentences, arrays, doubles, 2, 5 and 10 times 
tables, sharing and grouping, dividing by 2, 5 and 10 and odd and 
even numbers. 

Science Defining space and how can we learn about it? Learn about what we 
can find in space: planets, stars, moon, sun. To be familiar with the 
order of planets in our solar system. To understand the history of 
space discovery and learn about famous astronauts. Carry out stem 
investigations and scientific enquiries observing changes over time.  

Art Observing the beauty of our universe and responding to images of 
the planets through sketching and water painting. ICreate a piece 
inspured by Van Gogh’s ‘A Starry Night’. In D.T. pupils will be design-
ing and building their own moon rover that travels using the mecha-
nisms of wheels and axels.  

P.E wimming 
Dance 

P.S.H.E Online relationships and safety- 
 

R.E The Good News and Epiphany 
Jesus as a Little Boy, Jesus goes to the Temple, Loss and Finding of 
Jesus, Jesus Chooses Disciples. 

Computing Coding—Lego Coding to build a space rover and program it 
to achieve desired outcomes and routes.  Online safety. 

Geography To be able to name and locate the 7 continents and 5 
oceans of the world. Pupils will be looking at different aeri-
al maps and locate oceans, landmarks and land. Know that 
symbols mean something on maps and to identify hot and 
cold areas of the planet Earth.  Explore our surroundings 
and compare them to Malawi. 

History Researching historical explorers and their significance in 
history. To create a fact file on the famous Astronaut Neil 
Armstrong and recognise female explorers including Ellen 
McArthur. 


